DIGITALIZATION

Optimize your banking relationships with Digital Banking
Digitization and compliance are at the top of today’s CFO agenda.
There is significant potential for streamlining bank administration
and implementing future-oriented strategies. By Gregor Opgen-Rhein
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rom a legal, technical and organizational point of view, the topics
KYC (Know Your Customer)
and eBAM (Electronic Bank Account
Management) are closely related.
Compliance requirements are the cornerstone, and in both areas, the focus is
on optimizing business processes. This
is where the growing range of services
offered by banks as well as tailor-made
system solutions come into play, opening up new opportunities for administrative, digitized banking.

» eBAM workflows
are made on a
case-by-case basis «
As a rule, it is the corporate finance
department that acts as central point of
contact for the banks and is responsible
for strategic bank relationship management. Here, a wide range of banking services is used, negotiations with
the banks are managed and decisions
about which banks to work with are
made. Consequently, and especially in
view of the sensitivity of these areas, it
makes sense to assign the responsibility for KYC and eBAM processes to the
finance department. Of course, as part
of the process, it should be possible to
delegate individual tasks to other departments or decentralized units. The
finance department remains responsible for monitor the overall progress,

especially since it is essential to document which employees are responsible
for the KYC and eBAM processes and
provide regular updates to the bank
and to internal and external compliance management.

Approval from the bank
If there is a change in the bank relationship, this automatically triggers a KYC
process between bank and customer.
At the end of the KYC tests is usually
an approval from the bank, after which
the corporate can initiate the process
of account opening and setting up the
powers of attorney. In practice, there
could be overlaps.
The account opening process
itself may include additional KYC elements. This is because in most cases,
not only is the entity subject to a KYC
review, but each individual account
undergoes bank-specific KYC tracking
in terms of business purpose, expected
transaction volumes, and expected
payment amounts. The background
to this is that each banks has its own
requirements for anti-money laundering and sanctions screening.
It should also be noted that KYC
processes must be set in motion at
regular intervals as well as whenever
any changes to KYC-relevant information are made. In contrast, eBAM
workflows are made on a case-bycase basis, sometimes even just once,
for instance when opening or closing
accounts. Recurring eBAM activities

result from changes to the powers of
attorney, for instance when employees
move to another department or leave
the company. In such cases, the powers
of attorney may need to be changed on
multiple accounts - the related administrative workload is correspondingly
high.
Solutions are already available
to help users with these account lifecycle management processes. Significant
benefits include the creation of a central repository, the audit-proof mapping of all KYC- and eBAM-relevant
workflows and support for all necessary options for banking connectivity
and service provider. In this way, efficient administrative banking becomes
one milestone in the corporate’s digital
banking strategy.
Translation of „Mit Digital Banking die
Bankbeziehung optimieren“ in „DerTreasurer
Printausgabe 1-2019“
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